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Crisis within Syria 
Causes Mass 
Migration. 

Right now millions of people 

are fleeing their home country 

of Syria due to the conflict 

between President Bashar al 

Assad’s forces, rebels, and ISIS, 

which has resulted in the 

deaths of over 200,00 people. 

Over half of whom are just 

civilians. The people of Syria 

are now losing their lives and 

homes over this conflict. 

Because of that conflict there 

are now millions of Syrian 

refugees flooding into 

European and neighboring 

Middle Eastern countries. Most 

European countries have issued 

that they are only taking a 

specific amount of refugees; 

meanwhile Germany has stated 

that their country borders are 

open to all Syrian Refugees. 

While the U.S. has stated that 

we are only taking in up to 

100,000 refugees. 

Clarksburg Area 
Forecast 

As for our weather forecast for 

the next four days is: 

Tues Wed Thurs Fri 

 

Electrical Fire or 
Arson at New Pointe 
Hotel?                 

For over 60 years, New Pointe 

Hotel has stood as a historic 

landmark, but on Thursday 

October 16, 2015 there was a 

horrendous electrical fire 

resulting in the deaths of four 

staff members and one guest. 

The Fire allegedly had started 

over bad electrical wires due to 

the fact the building opened up 

to the public back in 1957. But 

both the Chiefs of the Police 

and the Fire Dept. claim that is 

not true, due to the fact all of 

the wiring in the hotel had 

been replaced three years ago. 

No further comments have 

been made on the treacherous 

fire. 

Back To the Future 
Day! 

After today October 21, 2015, 
everything from the movie 
“Back to the Future 2” which 
came out in 1985 will be put 
into the past. In the movie, the 
main character Marty McFly 
travels to the future from 1985 
to save his future children. 
Even though we may not have 
hover boards or self-lacing 
Nikes today the movie will 
always be considered a classic. 

Weekly Movie 

Review on: American 

Sniper 

American Sniper is True story 

about U.S. Navy SEAL Chris Kyle 

about his time in Iraq and 

affected his civilian life. The 

movie itself was directed by 

former 

actor Clint 

Eastwood 

starring 

Bradley 

Cooper as 

Chris Kyle. 

The movie 

had a sort 

of a gritty tone to it as soon as 

the film began and had it 

climaxes and falls. Overall I give 

the film a rating of         

out of 5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highs 70˚ 74˚ 75˚ 67˚ 

Lows 39˚ 46˚ 49˚ 42˚ 


